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Morning Message: 
How 15 minutes daily can change 
literacy outcomes for children

Dr. Shari Worsfold

Reading Recovery Teacher Leader

Southern Vancouver  Island Reading Recovery Consortium

Start with why
Building a Foundation

This foundation is much more 
complicated than we once 
thought.

This early learning will form 
the foundation for future 
literacy learning success.

Students begin learning 
about a complex system by 
participating with a complex 
system that becomes clearer 
and clearer to them as they 
work within it - i.e. driving a 
car.

Children are 
learning a 
complex 
process 
while being 
tentative 
and flexible.

Teaching a complex process of integrating 
thinking systems with pieces of knowledge 
from a variety of sources

Teaching (modelling) how all of these little 
pieces work together to construct 
meaning from print

Differentiating instruction – there is 
something for everyone in this lesson

Trust children to learn – their brains are 
actively problem solving always
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Consider what we 
think foundational 
knowledge is….
´ Reading and writing are 

complex processes that 
require the learner to 
integrate several pieces of 
information to construct 
meaning – there are items 
of knowledge and thinking 
processes that must be 
learned – what are they?

´ We need to make this clear 
from the beginning to avoid 
tangled confusions later

What does a child need to know about 
print in order to be a reader and a writer?

Take a minute to 
chat with your 
neighbour -

´ What does Samantha 
already know?

´ What does she need to know 
to become more 
independent and proficient?

´ Make a note of your ideas on 
a piece of paper….

´ After talking to your neighbor, 
watch the video again to see 
if you’d like to add anything

´ What did you notice?
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Concepts About Print

´Did we see evidence of these concepts?

´W hat else does she need to know?
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Are there any 
additional items 
you’d like to add 
to your list of 
foundational 
knowledge?

Take another minute to chat 
with your neighbor.

What’s on your list now?  What do you 
consider foundational knowledge?

´ I know which way to go - Directionality

´ I can one to one matching

´ I know that print carries a message

´ I recognize some letters and sounds

´ I recognize some words

´ I understand that I have to use my 
eyes, ears and brain

´ I need to stop at a period

´ I know the difference between capital 

and lower case letters

´ I can quickly find letters surrounded by 
print

´ I notice that we and me look and 
sound the same

´ I can clap parts of words 
(syllables)

´ I know where first and last are on 
a page

´ I can use the first sound of a word 
to help me figure out a word in 
context

´ I can reread if what I’m reading 
doesn’t make sense

´ I can use what I know to learn 
something new
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How do we teach 
a complex process 
to young children?

How do we help 
children find order 
in the complexity of 
print?

Teaching a 
complex 
processing 
system is hard 
to explain

´ Children must participate in a meaningful activity 
and be allowed to develop their own system for 
understanding how text works to communicate 
meaning

´ Daily – pebble in the pond effect – once children 
have learned something, they no longer need to 
attend to it but can use this new knowledge to learn 
more complex stuff

´ Messages must have purpose

´ Children learn by doing

´ Teacher can Individualize – differentiate 
instruction

´ Link learning to the world of print around them

´ Teachers will demonstrate daily, how words work

´ Teachers will use vocabulary over and over

´ Teachers will introduce and model more 
sentence structures (oral language)

Good morning everyone,

Today is a special day.  
We will go for a walk.  
We will see Sarah’s puppies.  
I am excited!

From Ms. Worsfold
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In my 
classroom….

´ “Person of the week” points to the message

´ I teach them not to start until everyone is ready

´ POW points to the message word by word

´ Class reads message chorally as POW points

´ Students are taught to follow pointer – if pointer stops, they 
stop reading

´ M odel fluency

´ M odel problem  solving strategies

´ Talk about the meaning of the message – share enthusiasm 
and excitement

´ Learning more about the code and how words work

Daily routine -
´Bruners idea of spiral curriculum 

´ children revisit messages 
daily

´ Children master basic 
understandings

´ New learning has a 
relationship with old 
learning and is put in 
context with old 
information

´ As new knowledge and 
skills are introduced, they 
reinforce what is already 
learned and become 
related to previously 
learned information

Learning by doing – Kolb’s Theory of 
Experiential Learning
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Link items of 
knowledge 
to the world 
of print 
around 
them….

´ “You know that word – it was in our morning message 
– can you find it?”

´ “Remember when we pointed to the words, where 
did we start?”

´ “Remember how we looked at the beginning letter 
and then tried to find clues from the story?”

´ “Who can show me a word that starts like puppies?”

´ ”Hey – that word is like the one we saw in the 
morning message – if you know “we”, you can figure 
out “me”.

Spiral curriculum – as children become 
proficient, shift complexity…

Good morning !

Today is a special day because 
we are going to see Sarah’s 
beautiful puppies! I am so excited!!  
Sarah’s mom said that we can 
hold the cuddly puppies – WOW!  
We will have to be very gentle.

From Ms. Worsfold
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“It’s necessary that we believe that the 
child is very intelligent, that the child is 

strong and beautiful and has very ambitious 
desires and requests. This is the image of the 

child that we need to hold”

- Lois Malaguzzi

Every child is capable

As Dr. Mary Anne Doyle said this morning, as Early Literacy 

teachers, whether you’re a classroom teacher or an intervention 

teacher – you are not “just” teaching children to read.  You 

are helping to transform the working systems in a child’s brain.  

Teachers are helping children shift a primitive working system, to 

a more proficient working system. But you must remember, you 

can’t do it for them, you can’t teach it to them.  In order for 

transformation to occur, children must be involved in the work, 

actively making sense of the process, 


